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Some words about me
This is not a research talk
I won’t touch any administrative/financial 
aspects of European proposals




• Three programmes, each with three themes:
– Learning and Cognition
– Learning Networks for Professional Development
– Learning Media
• Each programme integrates three activities:
– Research Activities 
– Laboratory Activities for Open Innovations
– Providing Solutions and Services to the market
• Institute for Education & Training
– MSc Learning Sciences
– Commercial Training (provided by the staff of 3 
programmes)
• Temporary Strategic Programmes 
– Lifelong Learning Services
– OUNL related programmes (e.g. IPO)
– Open Educational Resources
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Involvement in European Projects





Learning Environments Learner Support
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Identifying a topic area
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Look for synergies
Keep your focus while at the same time 
stretching it
Think outside your own box
Think in products
Test the market chances of 
your idea
Re-cycle












Building a TEL consortium
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Building a TEL consortium
TELMAP Weak Signals Analysis Report
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- Online & Offline Access










- Real live collaborative 
writing
- Easy access (browser)
---
- The wiki problem














Input via track changes or dedicated 
contributions
Daily new versions in the last 2 weeks














How many months before the deadline did 
we start discussing a first idea?
How many e-mails are in my inbox about 
PENELOPE?
How many hours of Skype meetings did I have 
about the project?
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Thank you for your attention!
marco.kalz@ou.nl
